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The intention of these readings is to offer
something true and useful, tools that can
help you touch gently into your essential
nature that you may come fuller to life,
empowerment, happiness, and wholeness.

Susan Ray

P.O. Box 375, Rhinecliff, NY 12574

My studies and practice of self-transformative
arts and technologies began over 30 years ago.
I continue to hone these through meditation
practice, ongoing studies in organic energy
and the nature of Self, exchanges with clients,
and the patience and generosity of my
teachers and guides.
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Susan Ray

Energy and Astrology Readings
by Susan Ray

TALISMAN FOR THE ALTAR OF THE
BRIEF SPIRITUAL ENCOUNTER

Energy Readings
Astrology
X

Susan’s work is a beautiful blend of
science and ancient art. She is a wise
and compassionate guide through
the territories of healing, personal
growth, and transformation.
Marijo Mallon
Woodstock, NY
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EnergyReading

Susan gave me accurate insights into my patterns
of emotions and behavior, as if she had watched
a video spanning my lifetime. Then she gave me
a constructive assessment of what I could do to
change what was hindering my growth.

A detailed scan of your energy ﬁeld and
major chakras towards understanding
the dynamics of the physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual aspects of your
being. Speciﬁc suggestions are offered
as to how to enhance your strengths,
release tensions and blocks, and “go
with the ﬂow” of your unique energy
system.

Tom Harrington New York, NY

Susan offers a rare blend of deep wisdom and an
open heart. Her reading left me with a sense of
greater wholeness and a renewed faith in my life.
Kathryn Wilder, Ph.D. Angel’s Camp, CA
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A detailed, in-depth exploration of
your unique physical, emotional/
psychological, intellectual, creative,
and spiritual gifts, the obstacles to their
expression, and how those obstacles
can be transformed into strengths.

TALISMAN TO BRING
HAPPINESS AND GOOD FORTUNE

Susan is a wise and knowledgeable woman with
a broad understanding of the healing arts. But
what is extraordinary is the voice of the sibyl that
speaks through her, carrying awesome knowledge
of the person whose life she is reading, making
clear hidden paths, forgotten motives, distant
dreams, casting a light of truth into that person’s
consciousness. Her long discipline of meditation
has cleared her mind so that she can be a crystal
clear voice. She has helped me and my friends in
direct, as well as subtle, indirect ways.
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AstrologicalReading

Depending on your needs, this reading
may also include an analysis of present
and future movements of the planets
and how those energies may be felt
and best used in your life; and/or an
analysis of your chart in relationship to
the chart of another–a partner, parent,
child, or friend–towards greater understanding and harmony.
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Peter Nicholson Matlacha, FL

I had a reading from Susan on my birthday that
has set the tone for the year: upbeat and hopeful.
Not only that, but she told me how to ﬁx my sore
neck–and I didn’t even ask. So my new year is
upbeat, hopeful, and pain-free.

Fee
I work over the telephone or in person
and charge by the hour, pro-rated after
the ﬁrst hour.

Sally Warren Grafton, VT

Before making major decisions, I always rely on
Susan to analyze my situation.

Gift certiﬁcates are available.

Phyllis Stewart Boston, MA

Readings may be in person or by telephone.

For further information or to schedule
an appointment:

The reading I received was like an X-ray of
my soul. Susan’s clarity and her no-nonsense
approach, coupled with a love and caring
puriﬁed by a lifetime of work on herself, invite
the movement of stuck energy. Through her
sensitivity to my process and her guides’
respect for the seriousness of my intent, I was
able to accept and implement several practical
suggestions that have beneﬁted me enormously.
Daia Gerson Mt. Tremper, NY
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Telephones: (845) 876-7788
(845) 518-7700
Email: susunray@gmail.com
Mail: P.O. Box 375
Rhinecliff, New York 12574

TALISMAN TO PROLONG Life
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